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Abstract

Recent advances in memristive nanocrystal assemblies leverage controllable colloidal chemistry to induce a broad range of defect-mediated electrochemical reactions, switching phenomena, and modulate active parameters. The sample geometry of virtually all resistive switching studies involves thin film layers comprising monomodal diameter nanocrystals. Here we explore the evolution of bipolar and threshold resistive switching across highly-ordered, solution-processed nanoribbon assemblies and mixtures comprising BaZrO$_3$ (BZO) and SrZrO$_3$ (SZO) nanocrystals. The effects of nanocrystal size, packing density, and A-site substitution on operating voltage ($V_{SET}$; $V_{TH}$) and switching mechanism were studied through a systematic comparison of nanoribbon heterogeneity (i.e., BZO-BZO vs. BZO-SZO) and monomodal vs bimodal size distributions (i.e., small-small; small-large). Analysis of the current-voltage response confirm that tip-induced, trap-mediated space-charge-limited current and trap-assisted tunneling processes drive the low resistance and high resistance states, respectively. Our results demonstrate that both smaller nanocrystals and heavier alkaline earth substitution decrease the onset voltage and improve stability and state retention of monomodal assemblies and bimodal nanocrystal mixtures, thus providing a base correlation that informs fabrication of solution-processed, memristive nanocrystal assemblies.

Introduction

Resistive switches, or memristors, exhibit faster switching speeds, lower power consumption, higher scalability, and greater 3-D integration than standard complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits, thus promoting further miniaturization of next-generation neuromorphic computing components.$^{1,2}$ Resistive switching is defined by a reversible change in resistance between a high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state (LRS) that depends on
the history of the applied external bias.³ Resistive switching phenomena occur in numerous materials, including transitional metal oxides,⁴,⁵ nitrides,⁶ and complex metal oxides, such as perovskites.⁷,⁸ Fabrication of most memristive systems, such as thin films,⁹,¹⁰ nanowires,¹¹ nanotubes,¹² and nanodots utilizes expensive ultra-high vacuum approaches that require long deposition times. Spin-coated sol-gel ZnO thin films¹³ and hydrothermally prepared TiO₂ thin films¹⁴ represent two examples of inexpensive, high-yield alternative fabrication processes reported in the last decade.

More recently solution-processed zero-dimensional nanocrystals (NCs) have garnered significant research interest as constituent materials in memristive or resistive switching applications due to their physical flexibility, low power-consumption, and low fabrication cost.¹⁵–¹⁷ Dip-pen nanolithography,¹⁸ wet stamping,¹⁹ and spin coating²⁰ enable solution-processed multi-component patterning, but also require complicated, time-consuming procedures to achieve basic controllability over material microstructures. Alternatively, flow coating shows promise as a dynamic, self-assembly method that patterns highly crystalline inorganic zero-dimensional nanocrystals into ordered assemblies over large areas.²¹–²³

Memristive behavior was recently demonstrated in blade-assisted nanoribbon assemblies comprising single-crystalline SrTiO₃ nanocubes capped with oleic acid ligands that were able to be transferred to a second, arbitrary surface and modulate switching direction.²³ A comparison of various carboxylic acid ligands showed that shorter ligands exhibited superior operating parameters, such as lower set/reset voltage, and higher LRS/HRS ratios in HfO₂ nanoribbons.²² Subsequently, the use of phosphonic acids, such as 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid (EHPA) produced a highly dispersed system and an ultra-thin ligand shell that reduced inter-particle
distances and increased the tunneling probability\textsuperscript{24,25} to greatly reduce set/threshold voltages compared to solution-processed memristors comprising carboxylic acids.\textsuperscript{23}

Here we use a facile flow coating method to prepare nanoribbon assemblies comprising various sizes BZO (2.3 nm and 4.5 nm) and SZO (2.4 nm and 9 nm) nanocrystals capped with 2-hexyldecylphosphonic acid\textsuperscript{21} as a platform to study memristive phenomena in solution-processed mixtures. Reports of resistive switching behavior in BZO and SZO have thus far been restricted to vacuum deposited thin films,\textsuperscript{26-28} where the transformation from bipolar to unipolar switching was observed in a SrRuO\textsubscript{3}/Cr:SZO/Pt stack induced by Joule heating,\textsuperscript{29} while simultaneous resistive switching and switchable diode phenomena were reported in Ag/BaZrO\textsubscript{3}/SrRuO\textsubscript{3} multilayers.\textsuperscript{30} In this work we demonstrate the effects of nanoparticle size, polydispersity, and heterogeneity on resistive switching mechanism (bipolar/threshold) and operating voltages ($V_{S\text{ET}}$/$V_{R\text{ESE}\text{T}}$/$V_{TH}$) by observing the local response of BZO, SZO nanoribbon assemblies and their respective mixtures.

**Experimental Section**

**BaZrO\textsubscript{3} and SrZrO\textsubscript{3} Nanocrystal Synthesis**

Barium isopropoxide, strontium isopropoxide and zirconium isopropoxide (Alfa Aesar, > 98%): potassium hydroxide (Sigma Aldrich, ≥85%), ethanol (Acros Organics, 99.5%), toluene (>99%, Acros Organics) and 2-[2-(2-Methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]acetic acid (Sigma Aldrich, technical) were used without further purification. 2-hexyldecylphosphonic acid (HDPA) was synthetized as previously detailed.\textsuperscript{21} Double metal oxide nanocrystals with composition BaZrO\textsubscript{3} (BZO) and SrZrO\textsubscript{3} (SZO) were synthetized via a microwave-assisted solvothermal method\textsuperscript{31} according to an established procedure. Custom bimetallic precursors were prepared from individual isopropoxides metal sources via alcohol thermal exchange. The resulting materials (0.2 g, 0.30 mmol (BaZrOR\textsubscript{6}) and 0.31 mmol (SrZrOR\textsubscript{6})) were subjected to a thermal process in a CEM Discovery SP microwave
(max. output 300 W) in a basic KOH ethanol solution (4 mL). The thermal process included a plateau for 30 min. The main parameters (Table S1) used to optimize and obtain the desired final crystallite size (Figure S1) include the base concentration and the set temperature. Recovered nanosuspensions were washed three times with acetone and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 2 min. 

SZO nanopowders can then be stabilized directly with 2-hexyldecylphosphonic acid in toluene. An excess amount of ligand was employed followed by ultrasonic bath to ensure a good dispersibility. The excess was then removed by successively precipitating the particles with acetone and redispersing the solid in toluene. The BZO nanocrystals were first stabilized in 2-[2-(2-Methoxyethoxy) ethoxy] acetic acid (MEEAA) with methanol as the solvent. The exchange was performed by dropwise adding the BZO solution into a 2-hexyldecylphosphonic acid solution in toluene, so that the BZO particles precipitate out. The solid was recovered by centrifugation and redispersed in toluene. Further purification was performed until no MEEAA peaks were observed in the $^1$H-NMR spectra (Bruker 300MHz Avance I Ultrashield).

**Nanoribbon Assembly via Blade-Assisted Flow Coating**

A silicon wafer (University Wafer, <100>, 500 μm thickness, undoped) coated with 5 nm Ti and 35 nm Pt by thermal evaporator (CHA SE-600) served as the bottom electrode. The flow-coating process was conducted in a custom-built instrument that consists of a razor blade and substrate attached to a computer-controlled nanopositioner (Burleigh Inchworm controller 8200). Approximately 3 - 5 μL of the nanoparticle containing solution was injected in between the blade and the substrate and was confined due to capillary forces. For the mixed/polymodal nanoribbon assemblies, equal amounts (100 μL) of nanocrystal solution were pre-combined using an ultrasonic bath before injecting the aliquot under the blade. The nanopositioner was programmed for ‘stop-and-go’ motion, where the stopping time ($t_d$), step size ($d$), and substrate moving velocity ($v$)
dictated the overall nanoribbon assembly microstructure. Slow nanopositioner speeds (1 mm/sec) and no stopping time yielded a thin film structure. The substrate moving velocity and the nanoparticle solution concentration controlled the film thickness. A pronounced, quasi-nanoribbon structure was formed at the edge of thin film due to the initial solution injection between the blade and substrate (Figure S2).

**Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C-AFM)**

The local switching response was measured under ambient conditions at room temperature using an Asylum Research Cypher ES atomic force microscope. A conductive solid Pt cantilever (Rocky Mountain Nanotech 25Pt400B; $k = 8$ N/m; $f = 10$ kHz; $r_{tip} < 35$ nm) was used to perform all topographic and conductive imaging. Conductive silver paste (Leitsilber, TED PELLA, Inc.) fixed the sample bottom electrode to the conductive wired sample puck to complete the C-AFM electrical circuit. The conductive cantilever was connected to an Asylum Research ORCA™ dual gain transimpedance amplifier and held at ground while the sample was biased from the bottom electrode during electrical testing. Local resistive switching I-V curves were collected in current-voltage (I-V) spectroscopy point-mode. The bias applied to Pt substrate ranged from 1 V to 10 V depending on the actual nanoribbon onset voltage at a sweep frequency of 0.99 Hz. The cantilever deflection setpoint was held at 0.02 V to ensure sufficient tip-sample contact without mechanically inducing artificially high currents. State retention measurements involved first inducing the LRS, then applying a read voltage of 0.6 V for a nominal time of 2000 seconds. Subsequently, the bias sweep induced the HRS and the read voltage applied again.

**UV-Vis Absorption Measurements**

Absorption study of all nanocrystal systems was conducted using an ultraviolet-visible scanning spectrophotometer (UV/Vis, Genesys 10S, Thermo Scientific). The BZO-2.3, BZO-4.5; SZO-2.4,
SZO-9.0 nanocrystal systems were each dispersed in 2-3 mL of toluene and placed in a quartz cuvette (3 mL, 10 × 10 mm cell, Jasco Corporation); pure toluene (Fisher Scientific) was used as the reference standard. Spectrum for each nanocrystal suspension was collected across the range of 190 – 1100 nm using a 1 nm increment. The spectrum collection process was repeated three times for each system to ensure accuracy.

Results and Discussion

Flow Coating of Nanoribbon Assemblies Comprising Perovskite Zirconate Nanocrystals

Figure 1: a,b - Low resolution TEM images of BZO-4.5 and SZO-9.0 nanocrystals, respectively. c - Nanocrystal solutions are injected under a blade against a rigid substrate, where d - “stop-and-go” motion of the stage produces nanocrystal ribbon assemblies to form, as shown in e, an optical micrograph of BZO-4.5 nanocrystal ribbon assembly arrays.

BaZrO$_3$ and SrZrO$_3$ nanocrystals (NCs) were synthesized via a microwave-assisted solvothermal method, and functionalized with 2-hexyldecylphosphonic acid (HDPA). Deposition of BZO and SZO nanoribbon assemblies required the implementation of flow coating
technique, previously demonstrated for HfO$_2^{21,22}$ and SrTiO$_3^{23}$ nanocrystal nanoassemblies. Nanoribbons comprising different diameter NCs, labelled hereafter as BZO-2.3, BZO-4.5, SZO-2.4 and SZO-9 respectively (Figure S1), were deposited onto a silicon substrate coated with 5 nm Ti and 35 nm Pt as the bottom electrode.

**Figure 1a and 1b** are the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of as-prepared BZO-4.5 and SZO-9.0 NCs. X-ray diffraction confirmed the presence of reflections indexed to crystalline structure of cubic BaZrO$_3^{32}$ and SrZrO$_3^{33}$ (Figure S3). The flow coating technique, as shown in **Figure 1c**, deposits the nanoparticle solution between a fixed blade and a rigid substrate. Nanocrystals form ordered ribbon-like structures as volatile organic solvents evaporate in ambient air (**Figure 1d**), as shown by the optical micrograph of nanoribbon assembly arrays of BZO-4.5 in **Figure 1e**. Topographic AFM images, optical micrographs, and flow coating time versus nanoribbon dimensions can be found in Figure S2.

**Resistive Switching Response of Individual Nanoribbon Assemblies via C-AFM**

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2:** a, A schematic illustration of the c-AFM measurement geometry across an individual polymodal nanoribbon assembly. b, The I-V response of a BZO-4.5/SZO-2.4 polymodal nanoribbon (height = 80 nm) displaying “eightwise” bipolar resistive switching character, as indicated by the arrow markers. Here “1” indicates the SET process, “2” and “3” the LRS response, and “4” the RESET process. c, The I-V response of an individual BZO-2.3 monomodal nanoribbon displaying (volatile) threshold switching behavior. Here “i” and “iii” indicates the threshold voltage and increase to the LRS; “ii” and “iv” initiate the return to the LRS.

Conductive AFM (c-AFM) represents a powerful tool used in nanoscale resistive switching studies, where a bias is applied to the substrate to probe the local charge transport and current-
voltage (I-V) character of nanocrystal nanoribbon assemblies using the conductive tip as a (grounded) translatable top electrode (Fig. 2a). Here direct contact of a pure Pt probe with the surface of an individual nanoribbon created a Pt/BZO(SZO)/Pt test structure.

Prior to electroforming with a large, applied voltage no current is observed across the middle of the nanoribbon assembly. Since the applied voltage is limited to 10 V due to AFM instrumentation protection, electroforming required maintaining a bias of 10 V for longer time periods (between 30 and 60 s). During the electroforming process, a positive voltage applied to the bottom electrode creates a high electric field that enables the creation of oxygen vacancies within the nanocrystals and induces migration toward the tip along the inter-nanocrystal “grain” boundary to form a low resistance conductive path,\(^{34}\) yielding a bright spot in the c-AFM current image.

**Coexistence of Bipolar Resistive Switching and Threshold Switching**

Figures 2b, S4, and S5 display the characteristic current-voltage (I-V) bipolar switching response of an individual nanocrystal nanoribbon assembly, as collected using a sweeping voltage (between ± 1 and ± 5 V, 1 Hz) applied to the Pt bottom electrode, across the nanoribbon thickness, and collected by a grounded, solid Pt tip (top electrode). A voltage sweep starting with negative polarity initially exhibits a low current level at the high resistance state (HRS) until the set voltage (“1”), which induces a significant increase in current and establishes the low resistance state (LRS). The set process produces a more gradual resistance switch than the abrupt changes typically observed for filamentary-type switching. The current cut-off (I > - 10 μA; I > - 10 nA) observed at higher applied voltages results from the built-in protection limitation of the dual-gain transimpedance amplifier in the cantilever holder (Asylum Research ORCA™ Module). The LRS remains after removal of the applied voltage, confirming the nonvolatile nature of the nanoribbons.
As the applied bias cycles through the LRS (\(\text{"2"} \rightarrow \text{"3"}\)) and increases towards the maximum positive bias (+1 to 5 V) the current reduces and returns to the HRS at the observed reset voltage (\(\text{"4"}\)).

Both “eightwise” (Figures 2b; S4a-c) and “counter-eightwise” (Fig. S4d) (\(\text{"1"} \rightarrow \text{"2"} \rightarrow \text{"3"} \rightarrow \text{"4"}\)) hysteretic, bipolar resistive switching responses were observed for BZO and BZO/SZO nanocrystal nanoribbon assemblies. The BZO-2.3/SZO-9.0, BZO-4.5/SZO-2.4, and BZO-4.5/SZO-9.0 mixed systems exhibited “eightwise” (counter-clockwise) switching, while the BZO-4.5 system exhibited “counter-eightwise” (clockwise) switching. The coexistence of bipolar switching with opposite polarity trends similarly to studies of SrTiO\(_3\)\(^{10}\) and TiO\(_2\)\(^{35}\) thin films, which attributed the conversion of eightwise-to-counter-eightwise polarity to local changes in the defect density. Oxygen exchange at the Pt electrode interface facilitates variations in local vacancy concentration and the migration of oxygen vacancies,\(^{10}\) whose presence near the Schottky contact modulates the depletion region (tunneling width) and barrier height to dictate the observed polarity of the HRS and LRS.\(^{36}\) In the initial Pt/BZO(SZO)/Pt test structure, oxygen vacancies at the electrode/ribbon interface serve as trapping states. During eightwise switching an applied bias promotes oxygen exchange at the Pt/oxide interface such that trap/detrap processes modulate the barrier height across the narrow depletion width. For counter-eightwise switching enhanced oxygen vacancy migration occurs along extended defects that serve as fast migration pathways towards the cathode, resulting in a larger barrier/tunneling width for additional injected carriers.

Most of the nanoribbon assembly combinations exhibited a threshold switching response. All threshold switching currents measured by c-AFM I-V point-mode spectroscopy saturated at 10 µA (SZO-2.4 at 10 nA), the (protected) maximum current level measured by the dual-gain transamplifier in the cantilever holder. Figures 2c, S6, and S7 show the typical threshold response of an individual nanocrystal nanoribbon assembly. Like the bipolar response (\(\text{"1"} \rightarrow \text{"2"} \rightarrow \text{"3"} \rightarrow \text{"4"}\))
observed in Fig. 2b, a minimal current is observed as the negative bias sweep begins, followed by the onset of the LRS, now defined at a threshold voltage (“i”, Fig. 2c) instead of a set voltage (“1”, Fig. 2b). Unlike the nonvolatile bipolar response, where the LRS is maintained through origin (“2”-“3”) towards the maximum positive bias, the volatile threshold response returns to the low-current HRS at zero bias (“ii”); as the bias continues to sweep, the HRS is maintained in the opposite polarity until the threshold bias is met in the second quadrant (“iii”). As the sweep continues through point “iv”, the response again returns to the HRS at zero bias.

Table 1: Average values of $V_{SET}/V_{RESET}$ for bipolar switching systems (grey) and $V_{TH}$ of threshold switching systems (yellow) comprising various diameter BZO (green) and SZO (purple) nanocrystals and their mixtures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bipolar Switching</th>
<th>Threshold Switching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SET Voltage (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZO-4.5</td>
<td>1.64 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZO-2.4</td>
<td>-1.31 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZO-4.5</td>
<td>-1.68 ± 0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZO-9.0</td>
<td>-2.19 ± 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the average $V_{SET}$ and $V_{RESET}$ values and switching directions for the nanocrystal assemblies exhibiting bipolar switching behavior (grey), and the average $V_{TH}$ values.
for assemblies exhibiting threshold switching behavior (maize). Set/reset voltages were taken as absolute values to account for switching direction in bipolar systems. Bipolar switching systems exhibited a trend where $V_{SET/RESET}$ of SZO-2.4/BZO-4.5 nm diameter polymodal assemblies $<$ $V_{SET/RESET}$ of BZO-4.5 nm monomodal assemblies $<$ $V_{SET/RESET}$ of polymodal assemblies partially comprising SZO-9.0 nm nanocrystals. Threshold switching systems exhibited similar trends with respect to threshold voltage: $V_{TH}$ of polymodal assemblies with small diameter nanocrystals (SZO-2.4/BZO-2.3 nm; BZO-2.3/BZO-4.5 nm) $<$ $V_{TH}$ of small diameter monomodal assemblies (SZO-2.4 nm or BZO-2.3 nm) $<$ $V_{TH}$ of polymodal assemblies with large diameter nanocrystals (SZO-2.4/SZO-9.0 nm) $<$ $V_{TH}$ of large diameter monomodal assemblies (SZO-9.0 nm).

Previous studies that either changed the temperature,$^{37}$ varied the electrode thickness,$^{38}$ controlled the current compliance,$^{39}$ or tuned the oxygen stoichiometry$^{40-43}$ all produced instabilities in oxide thin films that resulted in the conversion of bipolar resistive switching to threshold switching. All measurements of the nanoribbon assemblies were performed at ambient temperature, so environmental temperature is not initiating the bipolar-to-threshold transition. In filamentary-based switching, competing Joule heating and thermal dissipation processes results in instability of the low resistance state and can results in threshold switching.$^{37}$ While I-V fitting indicates the nanoribbon systems do not exhibit filamentary-based switching, the 40 nm electrodes (5 nm Ti / 35 nm Pt) coincidentally fall on the same critical bottom electrode thickness between threshold and memory switching observed for NiO systems.$^{38}$ It is likely that inefficient heat dissipation caused by thinner electrodes partially contributes to observance of either bipolar or threshold switching for the family of BZO/SZO nanoribbon assemblies here. Studies utilizing current compliance control leverage high values ($I_{CC} > 100 \mu A$) during the set process to induce structural changes that stabilize the formed filament.$^{39-41}$ As most c-AFM amplifiers do not use a
current compliance, and the instrument protection limits the current to only 10 μA, it is possible that the electric field is insufficient to migrate enough vacancies to induce bipolar switching.

**Size-Dependent Oxygen Vacancy Modulation**

Figure 3 (a) shows the cumulative probability of SET voltage in BZO and SZO monomodal nanocrystal assemblies. In both cases the smaller diameter monomodal nanocrystal assemblies exhibited lower SET voltages and more uniform switching behavior, indicated by the lower coefficient of variation (CV) values. The SZO-9.0 system exhibited anomalously high average SET voltages across a broad range from 1.64 V to 5.98 V. Figure 3 (b) shows the threshold switching cycling response of an individual BZO-2.3 nanocrystal nanoribbon assembly at the read voltage of 1.25 V. A selectivity of ~ 10^2 - 10^3, even without current compliance, provides evidence of stable switching in the system. State retention tests of the BZO-2.3 (Fig. 3c), SZO-2.4 (Fig. 3d), and mixed BZO-2.3/SZO-2.4 (Fig. S8) nanoassemblies all demonstrated stability for 2000 seconds.

Contributing factors to the variations in operating voltage and uniformity (stability) likely include a strong influence from size-dependent nanocrystal structural changes. A comprehensive survey of XRD, TEM, and DFT studies concluded that size-dependent lattice expansion commonly occurs for binary and complex oxide nanocrystal systems, due to multiple factors involving modulation of the surface stress based on variations of the surface-to-volume ratio and the resulting interactions with the surrounding environment (adsorbates). Thus smaller BZO and SZO nanocrystals likely possess higher lattice parameters than their larger diameter nanocrystal counterparts. The larger unit cell experiences more structural fluctuations and subsequently increases oxygen vacancy diffusion. The point defects (oxygen vacancies) also actively facilitate the resistive switching process and thus lower the switching voltage.
The Tauc method was applied to collective UV-vis absorption spectra (Figure S9) to estimate the band gaps for BZO (Fig. S10a) and SZO (Fig. S10b) nanocrystal systems. The band gaps of both the BZO and SZO systems displayed a distinct red-shift with decreasing nanocrystal diameter. The narrowing band gap energy is attributed to an increase in oxygen vacancy concentration in smaller diameter nanocrystals, which ultimately raises the valence band maximum.\textsuperscript{47} In these zirconate systems the valence band comprises O 2\textit{p} states while the conduction band mainly comprises Zr 4\textit{d} (t\textsubscript{2g}) states.\textsuperscript{48} The increased presence of oxygen vacancies create localized intra-band gap defect states (e.g. F-centers, F\textsuperscript{0}-centers)\textsuperscript{49} that significantly alter the \textit{p-d} charge transfer transitions and subsequently reduce the band gap.\textsuperscript{50} The increased vacancy concentration manifests as both lower SET (threshold) voltage and improved switching uniformity for nanocrystal assemblies, similar to recent studies of LaAlO\textsubscript{3},\textsuperscript{51} LaMnO\textsubscript{3},\textsuperscript{52} and BiFeO\textsubscript{3}.\textsuperscript{53}

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3**: a, A plot of the cumulative probability for the onset voltage (V\textsubscript{SET} in bipolar systems; BZO - 2.3, V\textsubscript{TH} in threshold systems; BZO - 2.3, SZO - 2.4, SZO - 2.9). b, An endurance plot of BZO - 2.3 measured over 120 cycles at a read voltage of 1.25 V and displaying a selectivity of ≥ 10\textsuperscript{3}. LRS and HRS state retention tests for the c, BZO - 2.3 and d, SZO 2.4 nanoassemblies.

**Trap-Mediated Space Charge Limited Current**
The current-voltage responses of the 10 BZO-SZO combinations (Figs 2b, 2c, S4, S6) were plotted on a log-log scale and fitted to determine the governing switching mechanism(s). Electron traps may occur in some combination of inter-crystal phosphonic acid (PA) ligands and positively-charged oxygen vacancies accumulated at nanocrystal interfaces (and fixed at the tip-nanocrystal interface). The underlying mechanism driving the observed current of ligand-capped nanocrystal assemblies depends strongly on ligand length.\textsuperscript{25,54} Longer organic ligands result in larger inter-crystal distances and results in charge transport limited current. Dielectric constants for phosphonic acid ligands have been shown to be lower than that of transition metal oxides,\textsuperscript{55} thus the electric field is assumed to be primarily applied across the inter-crystal gap (ligand).\textsuperscript{56} The large, inter-nanocrystal separation distances create intra-band trap states that drive space-charge-limited conduction, commonly observed for semiconductor quantum dot systems (Figure S11).\textsuperscript{25}

Conversely, shorter ligands such as HDPA reduce the inter-crystal spacing to yield higher hopping rates, resulting in a system that is charge injection limited. \textbf{Figures 4a,b} illustrate the mechanism driving the switching phenomena, like that observed for tip-induced switching in oxide nanocrystals\textsuperscript{23,57} and found within quantum dot optoelectronics.\textsuperscript{54} Bias is applied to the bottom Pt thin film electrode while the Pt-tip serves as a grounded, translatable top electrode. Recent electronic adsorption measurements showed the tendency for vacancies to populate along nanocrystal surfaces.\textsuperscript{50} A space-charge region forms within the oxygen-deficient surface layer (darker teal outer sphere, Figs. 4a,b) and impedes oxygen diffusion.\textsuperscript{58}

During the initial bias sweep electrons are injected into the BZO (SZO) nanocrystal assemblies and fills the traps at the Pt tip – nanocrystal interface. Electrons are released from the
traps at larger negative voltages (applied at the bottom electrode) to yield unfilled traps, reduce the Schottky barrier width, and enable the HRS → LRS transition (Fig. 2b; “1”; Fig. 4a). Large positive voltages applied to the bottom electrode refills these interfacial traps with electrons to

**Figure 4:** (a,b) An illustration of the operating switching mechanism and band structure across the Pt (tip)/BZO(SZO) interface. (a) An applied negative bias injects electrons from the traps (oxygen vacancies or ligands; hollow black spheres) to the tip electrode to leave unfilled traps that narrow the Schottky barrier and induce the HRS → LRS transition. (b) An applied positive bias fills traps at the interface with electrons (yellow dots in hollow black spheres) and recovers the Schottky-like barrier, initializing the LRS → HRS transition. Log-log curve fitting of (c), bipolar switching (BZO-4.5) and (d), threshold switching (SZO-2.4/SZO-9) systems exhibiting space-charge-limited-conduction (SCLC). The response exhibits four characteristic regimes: i) low-voltage ohmic conduction (slope m = 1, red); ii) trap-filled SCLC (m = 2, blue); iii) trap-filled limit (m > 2); iv) trap-free SCLC (m =2, purple). The AFM-limit indicates the 10 μA instrument protection on the current amplifier. (e) ln-I vs 1/V plot displaying the linear trend associated with trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) for the HRS of bipolar resistive switching nanoassemblies (BZO-4.5).
maintain neutrality with the positively-charged oxygen vacancies, thus increasing the Schottky barrier width and initializing the LRS → HRS transition (Fig. 2b; “4”; Fig. 4b). Therefore, charge trap/detrap cycles at the tip-sample interface facilitated by interfacial oxygen vacancy electron traps define the conduction mechanism for the observed c-AFM current response of the nanocrystal ribbon assemblies. The log-log fitting shown in Figure 4 indicates that the LRS in the bipolar (Fig. 4c) and threshold switching (Fig. 4d) systems exhibit the four distinct regimes of space-charge-limited-conduction (current) (SCLC): i) ohmic-like conduction \( (m = 1, I \propto V^m, red) \); ii) trap-limited space-charge-limited-current \( (SCLC, m = 2, blue) \); iii) the trap-filled limit \( (V_{TFL}, m > 2) \); iv) trap-free SCLC \( (Child’s Law; m = 2) \). The HRS response (Fig. 4e) trends linearly with a fit of the trap-assisted tunneling model (TAT), confirming the trap-mediated process at the Pt/nanocrystal interface. All other log-log plots with fitting can be found in the Supporting Information, Figures S12 and S13.

**Packing Density Considerations**

The packing efficiency of multi-diameter constituent nanocrystals also likely contributes in part to overall transport and variations in the switching voltages. A higher nanocrystal packing density is known to reduce inter-particle distance and less inter-particle carrier hopping per unit length for transport across the assembly.\(^5\) Spherical systems exhibiting bimodal size distributions tend to produce higher packing factors than monomodal size distributions.\(^4\) Since the C-AFM measurements were conducted at an 80 nm equivalent thickness area with a tip radius of 35 nm, the electrical field was assumed to be confined to a cylindrical container with \( r = 40 \text{ nm} \) and \( h = 80 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 5a). The packing factor was then calculated for both BZO and SZO using the expressions for monomodal and bimodal spheres in a cylindrical container (see Supporting Info).\(^6\)
Figure 5: a, An illustration of the cylindrical container directly under the tip used in packing calculations. b, A plot of onset (threshold) voltage for SZO constituent nanocrystals and their mixtures versus calculated packing density for monomodal and bimodal assemblies. The dotted double exponential fit serves as a guide for the eye. Inset: the $V_{SET}$ (or $V_{TH}$) for BZO constituent nanocrystals and their mixtures versus packing density, displaying a linear trend.

Figure 5b shows the onset threshold voltage versus calculated packing density for both monomodal and bimodal SZO nanoribbon assemblies, where the inset shows the resistive switching SET/threshold voltage for BZO nanoassemblies. For SZO systems the onset voltage decreases with increasing packing density, nearly following a double exponential fit; BZO systems decrease with packing density linearly across a small range around the SZO-2.4 data point. Studies of PbSe nanocrystal field effect transistors demonstrated a relatively insensitivity of mobilities and transport to polydispersity, as some population of larger nanocrystals provided a percolative network. While it is possible the assemblies did not meet the percolation threshold, the homogenous mixtures (BZO 2.3/4.5; SZO 2.4/9) exhibited switching voltages similar to the smaller nanocrystal systems. This suggests that the increase in vacancy concentration for smaller nanocrystal provides additional interfacial surface traps that dictate the charge-injection-limited transport described in Figure 4. Packing density is one of many variables that partially contribute to the switching response. Changes in nanocrystal size also affect its shape, surface charge distribution, and surface trap density, while the “free” volume comprises both ligand-filled and
void space. These results suggest a fully comprehensive mechanistic understanding of solution-processed memristors will require a series of studies to decouple the strong interplay between size, composition, and defect chemistry and its effects on switching.

**Zirconates: A-site Substitutional Considerations**

In considering composition vs defect chemistry, we note that the BZO system exhibits a lower operating voltage than the SZO system for nearly identical nanocrystal diameters, suggesting that compositional contributions couple strongly with the size-dependent response. BZO-2.3 displayed an average threshold voltage of $1.39 \pm 0.19$ V while SZO-2.4 displayed an average threshold voltage of $1.53 \pm 0.16$ V, resulting in a significant statistical difference with a calculated p-value less than 0.0001. Recent studies of these ABO$_3$ perovskite-type zirconates show that BZO nanoparticles possess significantly more A-site vacancies than SZO nanoparticles because the slower Ba diffusivity (500 times slower than Sr in SZO) during synthesis results in fewer A-site vacancies being filled and more oxygen vacancies introduced due to charge compensation.$^{67,68}$ Other DFT studies showed that $V'_O$ represent the primary point defects for BaZrO$_3$ while the comparatively smaller cation ionic radii of Sr results in preferentially-formed $Zr^{2+}_{Sr}$ antisites that suppress vacancy formation in SrZO$_3$, especially in Zr-rich stoichiometries.$^{69}$

More recent DFT studies of rock-salt alkaline earths demonstrated that under an applied electric field the polarization work lowered the field-dependent formation energy of vacancies, which were shown to possess highly polarizable trapped electrons that reduced bond stiffness and became more polarizable under an applied electric field.$^{70}$ We posit that the higher electron donor power and dynamic bond polarizability of Ba-O facilitates vacancy formation and oxygen migration, and thus reducing the operating voltages in the observed switching response of BZO systems compared to SZO. This mechanism is further supported by the tendency for all BZO-SZO
bimodal heterogeneous mixtures to exhibit lower voltages than either monomodal or bimodal SZO assemblies regardless of diameter.

Summary

In summary, we demonstrated the impact of nanocrystal diameter and dispersity/packing on resistive switching parameters across a library of monomodal and homogeneous bimodal BaZrO$_3$ (BZO) and SrZrO$_3$ (SZO) nanocrystal nanoribbon assemblies. The variations in constituent nanocrystal diameters contribute to changes in oxygen vacancy concentration and inter-gap trap states, which mediate space-charge-limited conduction and trap-assisted tunneling transport mechanisms along the tip-sample interface. The oxide exhibited respectable selectivity, stability, and state retention. Substituting the A-site cation in these zirconate perovskites impacted the switching response, as evidenced by the observation of a lower BZO $V_{SET}$ than SZO $V_{SET}$ for near-equivalent diameters, and lower operating voltages in heterogeneous bimodal BZO/SZO mixed nanoassemblies compared to homogeneous monomodal and bimodal SZO nanoassemblies. Moreover, Solution processing techniques such as flow coating provide a versatile, facile fabrication route for creating ordered nanoassemblies comprising complex functional nanocrystal with controllable constituent nanocrystal size, inter-particle distance, and material structure. We expect this study will motivate further investigation of size-dependent and substitutional effects of constituent nanocrystals in solution-processed and colloidal assemblies used in flexible electronics and energy applications. The switching differences observed in these multi-functional zirconate perovskites also translate to a broader family of materials with coupled and strongly-correlated phenomena such as ferroic and optoelectronic systems.
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